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Why IBX 

Why IBX under Gel Polish: 
Frequent removal of Gel Polish may cause  

nail plate damage. 

o  The IBX SYSTEM adds a protective shield INTO the nail 

plate to protect it from the removal process. 

o  Gel Polish removal may also cause  

surface based “white spots”, which are  

actually micro pits in the nail’s surface  

(they are not caused by dehydration).  

o  Other reasons for damage  

 • Incorrect lamp 

 • Over/under cure 

 • Gel Polish left on too long leads to  

    excessive adhesion which  

    requires a longer removal time. 

 • Not enough soak time 

 • Scraping or use of e-files to “help” removal. 

“Don't Let This Happen to 

 Your Clients” 

By  Doug Schoon 
http://www.schoonscientific.com/eblast/

eblast_2012-05-12_Dont-Let-This-Happen.htm 

IBX addresses  

2 important needs: 



Why IBX 

Why IBX for natural nails? 

o  Natural nails that have peeling, splitting, delamination and are hard to grow NEED IBX! 

o  IBX has an ongoing beneficial effect in natural nails. 

o  IBX repairs damaged parts of the nail so it can grow out normally. 

o  IBX helps strengthen thin, bendy nails. 

o  IBX “fills up” deep grooves over time. 

2014 NAILS MAGAZINE  
#1 FAVORITE NEW  

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 



How The IBX SYSTEM Works 

IBX is applied to the top of the nail like nail 

polish. It is a penetrative, curable monomer 

system.  

IBX penetrates into the upper 

layers of the nail plate with the 

help of: 

 

Gentle heat. 

Highly penetrative oils  

(jojoba & avocado). 

As with all nail products, avoid skin or 

eye contact. 

+ 



How The IBX SYSTEM Works 

Now that IBX has penetrated into the upper layers 

of the nail plate, gently blot to remove excess 

product from the surface. 

 

You then cure IBX with an LED or UV light 

 

What's the cure time? It's different for each lamp! 

Use the same cure time as recommended for the 

Gel Polish Color Coat you are using. 

UV LED Lamp UV Lamp 



How The IBX SYSTEM Works 

As IBX cures, it forms an Interpenetrating Polymer 

Network (shown on left). The IPN cross-links to itself 

and not to the keratin of the nail plate. This results 

in a “toughening” of the nail plate with flexibility and 

without brittleness. 

 

IBX becomes a permanent addition in the nail 

plate. Solvents and detergents will not remove it! 

 

Using the IBX SYSTEM is like adding an “insurance 

policy” into your nail to guard against problems 

from arising. 

You can see how the IPN that IBX 

creates bonds together the upper 

layers of the nail plate. 

 



The Products of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX & IBX REPAIR 
 

IBX REPAIR IBX IBX Duo Pack 

Over 100 full set applications per bottle! 



The Products of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX is the workhorse of the IBX SYSTEM 

• It completes the formation of the IPN within the 

  upper layers of the nail plate. 

• It toughens the nail plate by fusing 

  together the upper layers, providing internal 

  toughening and protection. 

• A full coat is always applied, whether for Gel 
  Polish protection or to grow natural nails. 

• The IBX SYSTEM will require either an LED or 

   UV style lamp. Cure time should be based on 

   the manufacturer’s suggested cure time for 

   their Gel Polish color coat. 

IBX 



The Products of The IBX SYSTEM 

This is Step One of the IBX SYSTEM  
Protective Shield 

• Always used prior to and as an assistant to  

  IBX. Never alone! 

• IBX REPAIR acts as a sealant, which increases 

  surface hardness. 

• Helps to reduce or eliminate surface based 
  “white spots” caused by the removal process. 

• Begins the formation of the IPN in the nail plate. 

IBX REPAIR  
Under Gel Polish 



The Products of The IBX SYSTEM 

To Repair Nail Damage 

• IBX REPAIR can be applied specifically to 

  targeted areas of damage: splits, peeling and 

  free-edge delamination. 

• Acts like a “double-sided sticky tape” that seals 

  damaged areas together. 

• Used selectively prior to IBX. 

IBX REPAIR  
For Natural Nail Growth 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 
IBX REPAIR 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

As with all nail products, avoid skin or eye contact. If redness, itching 

or rash occurs, discontinue use. If client has had previous nail 

product reactions, do not apply. 

Applying The IBX SYSTEM requires a heat source. The target 

temperature is 105 – 110F or slightly warmer than a Jacuzzi.  

We recommend one of these three options: 

  1.  A basic table lamp with a 75-100 watt bulb, held 6-8 inches away 

  2. A nail polish dryer, set to warm 

  3. A small blow dryer set to low heat and low speed, held 16-18 

      inches away 

After you penetrate the product into the upper layers of the nail 

plate with gentle heat, the IBX System will require curing with either 

an LED or UV style lamp. Cure time should be based on the 

manufacturer’s suggested cure time for their gel polish color coat. 

IBX REPAIR SHOULD NEVER BE USED ALONE, IT MUST BE USED  

IN COMBINATION WITH IBX. 

 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX Under Gel Polish 
FIRST APPLICATION 

Always start with a clean bare nail that has been filed and shaped. 
Cleanse with your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™ by 
Famous Names. 

First is IBX REPAIR.   

1. APPLY A thin layer of IBX REPAIR over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 1 minute (you may use a nail polish dryer set to warm; a table 
lamp with a 75-100 watt bulb; or a small blow dryer set to low heat and speed). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures your 
Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 
Now it’s time for IBX. 

When doing a client's first IBX treatment, you will need to apply IBX TWICE. 

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 4 minutes (you may use a nail polish dryer set to warm; a 
table lamp with a 75-100 watt bulb; or a small blow dryer set to low heat and speed). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures your 
Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 

 

 

 

Now we'll repeat those five steps for a 
second application of IBX. 

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin 
layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 2 minutes  
(you're getting the hang of this by now!). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the 
surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same 
amount of time your lamp cures your Gel 
Polish color coat. 

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. 
We recommend Cinnatize™. 

Now you're ready to go on and do your  

Gel Polish manicure as you normally would. 

Remember: IBX does not replace your  

Gel Polish base coat!. 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX Under Gel Polish 

Always follow the 5 simple steps   

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 2 minutes. 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures 
your Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 

 

 

 

ONGOING APPLICATION 

For Ongoing IBX Treatments, follow the same instructions for IBX REPAIR if  
IBX REPAIR is needed. 

Apply only one application of IBX during each follow-up appointment.  
You only have to use your heat source for 2 minutes! 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX For Natural Nails 
FIRST APPLICATION 

Always start with a clean bare nail that has been filed and shaped. 
Cleanse with your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™ by 
Famous Names. 

Assess the nails to see if there is need for IBX REPAIR. If not proceed  
directly to the IBX application.   

1. APPLY IBX REPAIR to areas with splitting, peeling and delamination. Watch as IBX REPAIR 
seeps into the gaps and splits, filling them in. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 1 minute (you may use a nail polish dryer set to warm; a table lamp 
with a 75-100 watt bulb; or a small blow dryer set to low heat and speed). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures your  
Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 
Now it’s time for IBX. 

When doing a client's first IBX treatment, you will need to apply IBX TWICE. 

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 4 minutes (you may use a nail polish dryer set to warm; a table lamp 
with a 75-100 watt bulb; or a small blow dryer set to low heat and speed). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures your  
Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 

 

 

 

Now we'll repeat those five steps for a 
second application of IBX. 

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin 
layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 2 minutes  
(you're getting the hang of this by now!). 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the 
surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same 
amount of time your lamp cures your Gel 
Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. 
We recommend Cinnatize™. 

 
Now you're ready to go on and do your  
manicure as you normally would. Remember: 
IBX does not replace your polish base coat!. 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

IBX For Natural Nails 
 ONGOING APPLICATION 

For Ongoing IBX Treatments, follow the same instructions for IBX REPAIR if  
IBX REPAIR is needed. 

Apply only one application of IBX during each follow-up appointment.  
You only have to use your heat source for 2 minutes! 

Always follow the 5 simple steps.   

1. APPLY Gently shake IBX and apply a thin layer over the nail plate. 

2. HEAT Gentle heat for 2 minutes. 

3. BLOT Lightly blot the excess from the surface if needed. 

4. CURE With an LED or UV Lamp for the same amount of time your lamp cures 
your Gel Polish color coat.  

5. CLEANSE With your preferred cleanser. We recommend Cinnatize™. 

 

 

 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

o  IBX Rep. does a demo. 

o  Students do hands on. 

Demo Time! 

Advanced Techniques 
1.  Deep grooves & severe delamination 

If you have deep grooves or severe delamination and splitting on 

the free edge of the nail, first apply IBX REPAIR into the groove, 

delamination or splitting (not on the entire surface of the nail); place 

nail under heat for 1 minute then cure and cleanse. If you see that IBX 

REPAIR has filled up the groove or delamination, you can go on to 

applying IBX. If it looks like there is still room left, you can go into that 

groove or delamination and do another IBX REPAIR application the 

same exact way and then continue with IBX. 

 

2.  Reduced Buffing Before Applying Gel Polish 
 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

1. Doing a wet manicure prior to applying IBX 

2. Not Blotting Before Curing 

IBX is cured on top of the nail in addition to in the nail. 

3. Not cleansing after each cure. 
 

4. Incorrect levels of heat 

Most often, too much heat. Remember, we want gentle heat. 

Holding the blow drier too close to the nail with too much heat... 

remember, hold it 16-18 inches away. 

 

5. Using UV Lamp For A Heat Source 

IBX is cured before it penetrates resulting in no beneficial effects. 

Most Common Mistakes 



The Application Of The IBX SYSTEM 

o  Under Gel Polish 

Use The IBX SYSTEM with every Gel Polish service, after 

removal and before applying again, for improved natural  

nail integrity. 

o  To Grow Natural Nails 

Prescribe as needed for clients who want to grow  

their natural nails! 

How Often Do I Apply IBX 

Nail plate before  

IBX SYSTEM 

treatment 

Nail plate ready  

for bi-weekly 

treatments 

Nail plate ready for 

three week  

treatment 



Marketing and Promotion 

 • Market IBX as Nails Magazine Readers Choice Best New  

     Product of 2014 

 • 1st service FREE 

 • Buy 4 treatments and receive the 5th for FREE! 

 • Tell them they HAVE to do IBX! 

 • When a customer calls in for a Gel Polish or a natural nail    

    manicure appointment, we ask “Is that with or without IBX”.  

Pricing 

 • Potential for extra income 

Tools 

 • Table Tent 

 • Window Cling 

 • Website 

 • Social Media 

  • Famous Names IBX Consumer Video 

 • Customer Hand Outs 

 

  

Marketing The IBX SYSTEM In Your Business 



Marketing The IBX SYSTEM In Your Business 

Fingernails & Toe Nails 

 • On feet use IBX instead of Gel Polish 

  

Quotes 

 • This is how Rizalyn & Victoria market IBX  

 “I use it for every client…I charge $15 – 20 for the  

 1st treatment then $10 for maintenance. I marketed  

 it through Facebook and just by my clients through 

 testimony. I have a full clientele base to where I am  

 booked 3 weeks out!!! It adds an extra 20 minutes to  

 my service but I am ok with it because I am all about  

 healthier nails.” 

 Rizalyn Arbelovsky 

 

 Try sharing pictures from other nail techs, showing their  

 success with it and the difference it makes.   

 Victoria Lys Hunter 

 

“I use my Facebook page “Victorious Nail Styles” and 

there’s an album with pictures, also  on Pinterest that 

you can share to get your clients interest. 

 

Show great enthusiasm and talk about how it is 

REVOLUTIONIZING the nail industry. It’s ONE OF  

A KIND. It’s INNOVATIVE. 

 

Show your clients YOUR excitement. Excitement  

is contagious. 



Dadi’®Oil 

95% Certified Organic Nail Treatment 

 

Made from 3 certified organic oils: 

Avocado Oil - High in Vitamins A & D 

Extra Virgin Olive Oil - Anti-inflammatory properties 

Jojoba Oil - for deep penetration 

Natural Vitamin E - Powerful Anti-oxidant 

• Beautiful Scent created from 21 essential oils 

• Absorbs quickly, deeply and is non-greasy 



The IBX SYSTEM Exam 

What year was  

Famous Names founded? 

 

How are “white spots” created?

  

How does IBX reduce or eliminate 

them? 

 

What are the two functions of the  

IBX SYSTEM? 

 

What are three ways of adding 

gentle heat to help IBX penetrate? 

 

Where does IBX do its work? 

 

What does IPN stand for?   

 

Why is it important? 

Which curing lamp can I use? 

What is the cure time? 

  

How many full sets per bottle  

of IBX? 

 

When used for natural nail growth,  

IBX is applied how often for 

maintenance? 

 

Can you name the 5 steps always 

used with IBX REPAIR and IBX? 

 

Why do we blot before curing IBX 

REPAIR and IBX? 

True or False: 

IBX REPAIR works great by itself. 

 

Use IBX first and then IBX REPAIR. 

 

Always use IBX REPAIR when 

using IBX for natural nail growth. 

 

IBX cross-links to the keratin in  

the nail, preventing brittleness. 

 

IBX can be used if a client has 

had an allergic reaction to any nail 

products. 

 

IBX can be used on a nail plate 

with some nail bed exposed if the 

exposed area is avoided. 



The IBX SYSTEM Certificate 



Thank you 

The IBX SYSTEM 


